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• Dirty	 Little	 Secrets:	New	 Jersey’s	 Poorest	 Live	 Surrounded	 by	 Contamination	 by	 Sarah	
Gonzalez	and	The	WNYC	Data	News	Team	
• Massive,	 $1.7	 billion	 environmental	 cleanup	 of	 Passaic	 River	 proposed	 by	 EPA	By	 Ted	
Sherman	
• Annotation	#5	Due	
10/29	 • Who	are	nuclear	weapons	scientists?	|	Hugh	Gusterson	|	TEDxFoggyBottom	(video)	
• Gusterson,	Hugh.	1996.	Bodies	and	Machines	In	Nuclear	Rites:	A	Weapons	Laboratory	at	
the	End	of	the	Cold	War.*	
• Debate	#3:	The	United	States	should	heed	calls	by	the	Sunrise	Movement	and	others	to	
implement	a	“Green	New	Deal”	
• Annotation	#6	Due	
11/5	 • Epstein,	Steven.	“The	Construction	of	Lay	Expertise:	AIDS	Activism	and	the	Forging	of	
Credibility	in	the	Reform	of	Clinical	Trials.”	Science,	Technology,	&	Human	Values	20,	no.	
4	(1995):	408-437.*	
• Annotation	#7	Due	
11/12	 • Political	Neurotheology:	Emergence	and	Revival	of	a	Psychedelic	Alternative	to		Cosmetic	
Psychopharmacology	by	Nicolas	Langlitz*		
• Annotation	#8	Due	
11/19	 • Group	Work:	Outline	&	“Final”	Bibiography	Due	
• Debate	#4:	Nuclear	weapons	should	be	prohibited	for	all	states	under	international	law	
• Tapping	Local	Knowledge	to	Understand	and	Combat	Asthma	By	Jason	Corburn	
11/26	 No	Class	–	Follow	Your	Thursday	Schedule	
12/3	 • Situated	Knowledges:	The	Science	Question	in	Feminism	and	the	Privilege	of	Partial	
Perspective”	by	Donna	Haraway*	
• Annotation	#9Due	
12/10	 Last	Day	of	Class	
• Group	Work:	Presentations	&	Reports	Due	
TBA	 • Final	Exam	
	
